
KS3 Curriculum Map: Knowledge & Skills
Autumn term Spring term Summer term
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Text and assessment

Key knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction

Grammar and
writing

Wonder by Raquel Jaramillo
Lang: Write a short chapter from the novel from Julian

Alban’s perspective.

War Poetry
Lit: Compare ‘Who’s for the Game?’ by Jessie Pope

to one other poem you’ve studied. Paper 2 Section B

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
Language: P1 Q2: How does the writer use language to create mood and

atmosphere?
Literature: P2 Section A: How does the character of Crooks present the themes

of loneliness and isolation in Of Mice and Men?

Additional
unit(s)

Treacher Collins syndrome; home-schooling; narrative perspective; character
development, character voice, precepts, discriminatory treatment; making inferences;
showing empathy; class reading; exploding quotations; explicit vs implicit details;
reading and annotating poetry; literary deductions; oral skills; working collaboratively.

Treacher Collins syndrome; prejudice; inference; stereotyping; empathy; domineering;
perturbed; altruistic; overwrought; jovial; gratified; implicit; explicit; affection;
tenderness; benevolent; compassion; idealist; an escapist; a fantasizer; optimism;
indignant; resentful; distressed; dejected; fable.

Using evidence; pronoun ambiguity; punctuating speech; narrative structures; using
quotation marks accurately; comprehension; close word analysis; writing poetry;
expanding noun phrases; descriptive writing; simple, complex and compound sentences;
varying sentence openers; informal letter writing; speech writing.

Social and historical context (WW1); concentrated forms of literature; etymology;
chemical weapons; bereavement; class divisions; propaganda; patriotism; poetic
justice; jingoism; artistic interpretations of war; feminism; inequality; women at
war; emotional impact of killing; nuclear war; PTSD; the siege of Sarajevo.

Stanza; quatrain; half-rhyme; alternate rhyme; jingoism; baseness; hypothetical;
caricature; sonnet; volta; octave; sestet; propagandistic; iambic tetrameter; refrain;
rondeau; dehumanise; accentuate; disparity; colloquialism; motif; consonance;
assonance.

Writing about unseen texts; paragraphing; adverbial clauses of condition; adverbial
openings; embedded clauses; verb openings; using semi-colons and colons;
analytical verbs; imperative verbs; present participles; oxymoron; enjambment;
caesura; essay planning and structure; effective openings and closings.

The American Dream; the poetry of Robert Burns; the Great Depression; gender
inequality; patriarchal society; social and cultural context; racism;
discrimination; loneliness and isolation; Jim Crow Laws.

Identity, segregation; vulnerable; moral; demographic; elision; dialect;
foreshadowing; foreboding; simile; adverb;  imperative; allusion; convey;
portray;  illustrate; protagonist; antagonist; confidante; voice;  perspective;
oppression; manipulation; thematic; epiphany, mercurial, melancholy.

Composing a topic sentence; the subject; subject/verb agreement; the past
simple tense; clausal structure and sentence variation; journalese; semi-colons,
dashes; cyclical endings; converging storylines.

1 lesson per fortnight:
teacher’s choice!

I Am Malala

How to be a Kid by Sarah
Macdonald-Hughes

Media:
Fake News, Alternative
Facts and body image

Descriptive writing and the
art of story
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Text and assessment

Key knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction

Grammar and
writing

Gothic Literature: The Woman in Black by Susan Hill and
Coraline by Neil Gaiman

Lang: Paper 1 Section B: Write a gothic description inspired by Drones in Forbidden
Zones and pictures of the abandoned theme park.

Much Ado about Nothing by William Shakespeare
Lit Paper 1 Section A

How does Shakespeare present Beatrice’s attitude towards romantic love in Much
Ado About Nothing? OR

Explore how Shakespeare presents the relationship between Beatrice and Benedick.

Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Language: Write and deliver an election speech

Literature: Using the extract as a starting point, explore how Golding presents
conflict in the novel

Additional
unit(s)

Social and historical context; Victorian ideals & beliefs; ideas concerning the
supernatural; gothic genre; Victorian attitudes towards pregnancy outside of marriage;
patriarchy; class divisions;  poor laws/bastardy laws; isolation; urbanity Vs rurality;
psychological manifestations of fear.

Motif; genre; pathetic fallacy; foreshadowing; reliable narrator; protagonist;
antagonist; contrast; juxtaposition; tension; inference; connotation; personification;
synonyms; paternity; putative; indemnify; stereotype; malevolence; countenance;
frivolous; prosaic; fastidious; abstemious; alacrity.

Sensory description, simple compound and complex sentences; varying sentence length
for effect; varying sentence openings for effect; adjectives; adverbial sentence starters;
suspended sentence;  paragraphing; figurative language techniques; formal letter
structure.

Social and historical context of Elizabethan England; legal rights of women in
Elizabethan England; Shakespearean comedy; trickery; love, Shakespearean
Sonnets; review writing, script writing; persuasive language; planning transactional
task; Shakespeare’s Globe; theatricality and staging.

Playwright; groundling; act; scene, context; Elizabethan; courtly love, conflict;
annotation; discursive technique; sonnet; legality; villainy; deception; predestinate,
honourable; disdainful; antagonism; slander; flout; catechize; requite; belie;
sufferance; impediment; transgression; extenuate; semblance; disparage; epitaph.

Closed book analysis; composing a balanced argument; subordinate clauses;
oration; show not tell; sonnet structure; pronouns; verbs; the letter chain;
discourse markers, contrast & addition connectives; semantic fields.

Social, historical and authorial context (WW2);  democracy; dictatorship;
leadership; personal & social responsibility; morality; nature of good and evil;
religious ideology; Utopian/Dystopian theory; allegory; fable; symbolism;
foreshadowing; pathetic fallacy; narrative viewpoint; characterization; setting;
rhetoric; effective presentation; effective group discussion; formal debating
skills

Utopian; dystopian; ideology; connotations; cerulean; democratic; autocratic;
Beelzebub; efflorescence; effulgence; empathy/sympathy; charismatic; naïve;
moral; arrogant; pugnacious; confrontational; hyperbole; compulsion;
antagonism; etymological derivation.

Creative writing; extended metaphor; allegory; writing character; persuasive &
discursive writing; planning & redrafting; first & third person; topic sentences;
varying sentence structures; positive and negative imagery for effect;
punctuation for effect; word classes.

1 lesson per fortnight:
teacher’s choice!

Poetry: Love and
Relationships

Greta Thunberg and
Climate Change
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Text and assessment

Key knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction

Grammar and
writing

Blood Brothers by Willy Russell

Lang: How does the writer use language to show their anger towards the
Daily Mail article?

Macbeth by William Shakespeare
Lit: Paper 1 Section A

Starting with this speech, explore how Shakespeare presents guilt in Macbeth.
OR

Starting with the extract, consider is Lady Macbeth to blame for Macbeth’s
downfall

To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
Language: In this extract from Chapter 31, how does the writer use language to

present Scout? [8 marks]
Literature: Starting with this extract, how far do you consider Atticus to be the

hero of the novel? [30 + 4 marks]

Additional
unit(s)

Social and historical context; class divisions; accent & dialect; stereotypes;
privilege; women in society post WW2; Toxteth riots; grammar schools and the
11+; Nature/Nurture; fate/destiny; recession; re-housing and its impact on
community; Hillsborough - the power or media and the safe standing debate;
role of the omniscient narrator; writing in character; Greek Tragedy; form
(musical).

Deprivation; inequality; dialect; stereotype; colloquial; overture; elision;
prolepsis; episodic; naturalistic; empathic; lexicon; impoverished; malevolent;
alienated; objectified; utopia; dystopia; unconscious bias; conspiracy; mass
media; predetermined; ominous; juxtaposed; aptitude; comprehensive; idiolect;
foil; juxtaposition; intertextual link; omniscient.

Apostrophes for omission/ownership; standard English; colloquial language;
verb/tense agreement; speech marks; elision; foreshadowing/Prolepsis; proper
nouns; rhetoric; comparing texts; exploding quotes; explicit linking to historical
context; connotations of language; sustaining a thesis.

Social and historical context of Jacobean England; witchcraft; subordination
of women; divine right of the King and importance of monarchy; treason;
Aristotle’s ideas of tragedy; The Tragic Hero; King James VI and
‘Daemonologie’; the struggle between good and evil

Anagnorisis; peripeteia; hamartia; hubris; Jacobean; Elizabethan; chiasmus;
anastrophe; pathetic fallacy; rhyming couplets; juxtaposition; dramatic
irony; equivocator; deception; imply; infer; subordinate; corruption;
inequality; symbolism; soliloquy; external/ internal conflict; allegory;
apparition; prose; catharsis; Machiavellian; regicide; soliloquy; harbinger;
parricide; nonpareil; pernicious.

Commenting on literary theory; avoiding contradictions; the apostrophe of
possession; apostrophes for words ending in -s; its and it’s; writing about
unseen texts; using colons accurately; discursive essay planning and
structure.

Narrative voice; thematic relevance of childhood, acceptance and
growing up; challenging racial discrimination; gender; critically exploring
stereotypes; equality and diversity; appreciation of character arcs;
allegory; symbolism; writer's purpose.

Assuaged; unsullied; tyrannical; repertoire; malevolent; predilection;
nebulous; condescend; indigenous; impressionistic; iniquity;
condescension; diminutive; auspicious; archetype; benign; magisterial;
cordiality; benevolence; asinine; edification; malignant; aberration;
lineaments; ingenuous; guileless; invective; prerogative; preoccupation;
heredity; infallible;; venerable; façade; oblivious; succinct; acquiescence;
defiance; futility; aggregation; impassive.

Literary theory; story structure; narrative writing opportunities; varying
sentence openings; using colons; discursive planning for essays and
speeches; using the letter chain with contrast and addition connectives;
discursive markers; model answers for KS4 lit/lang. responses;
redrafting; register; writing with a viewpoint.

GCSE Spoken Language

1 lesson per fortnight:
teacher’s choice!

Black History Month (Feb)

Jekyll and Hyde

Preparing for GCSE Paper 2
(Transactional writing:

speech, article and travel
writing)

GCSE Transition Scheme



KS3 Curriculum Map: Knowledge & Skills
Autumn term Spring term Summer term
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Text and
assessment

Key
knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction
(vocabulary
bookmarks)

Grammar
and writing

1. English Language, Paper 1 assessed in October
2. 19th Century Literature text- ‘A Christmas Carol’

1. Modern text-  ‘An Inspector Calls’  (19th century and
modern text closed book assessment in February/
March.
2. English Language, Paper 2 – assessed in June

1.English Language, paper 2- End of Year 10 exams in June
2.English Literature, paper 2, sections B and C (Power and Conflict
and Unseen Poetry) – summer assignment

Additional
unit(s)

1. Reading a range of fictional extracts and narrative stories. Understanding
how to answer all questions on the paper using departmental planning
methods. How to craft a piece of narrative and descriptive writing- steps to
success including re-drafting. Detailed feedback to take place after October
mock and time for improvements/re-drafting.
2. Reading, understanding, annotating ‘A Christmas Carol.’ Developing knowledge
of contextual factors such as: The Poor Law, views of Thomas Malthus, Victorian
society and Christmas traditions. Developing knowledge of how to answer an
exam question- this should include at least 2 annotated extracts in class and 1
practice essay.

1. cacophony, abundance, aroma, scent, reverberation, resonance
2. Microcosm, antithesis, miserly, barbaric, spectre, benevolence, didactic tale,
petulant, omniscient narrator.

1. Sentence variation including sentence openers and how to punctuate
different sentence types, semi colons and colons, hyphens, brackets, dialogue.
Structural devices, e.g. paragraphing, cyclical endings vs linear structure.
Revision of language and structural devices, e.g. different types of verbs and
nouns (abstract/ concrete).
2. Essay writing skills using departmental planning methods. Developing
vocabulary and depths of analysis. Building on annotation skills from week 1-
week 6, e.g. from quotation explosions to whole exam extract annotation.

1-2 weeks after Christmas practising essay writing skills for 19th century text.
1.Reading and understanding the format of a play, how the features may differ,
importance of stage directions/ dramatic devices. Developing knowledge of how
a writer builds character, contextual factors, e.g. class divide/ political views.
2.Reading a range of non-fiction texts from different genres of writing for different
purposes, e.g. persuasive writing, argumentative writing. Some of the extracts
should be 19th century so students are becoming more familiar with strategies to
approach archaic and more complex syntax and vocabulary.
Writing for a range of audiences and purposes, e.g. Letters, articles, speeches,
articles for blogs, to persuade, argue, advise, inform. How to craft a piece of
writing/ re-drafting process.

1.AIC-Socialism, capitalism, bourgeoisie, omniscient, orthodox, revelations,
dramatic irony, microcosm, narrative voice, dialect, foreshadowing.
2.Yours faithfully/ sincerely.

1.Using quotations to develop analysis, focus on how to comment on A02 in an
essay based on a play. Essay writing skills using structure strips if needed.
2.How to summarise information from two texts, explore the effects of language
and develop in depth explanations, analyse a writer’s attitudes and feelings and
develop opinion writing. How to form an argument and which language devices to
use. Accuracy of writing and development of sophisticated vocabulary.

1.End of Year 10 exams take place in week 2- 3 of this term so relevant revision material to be
taught in the lead up to this exam.

2. Reading and understanding a wide range of poems from the ‘Power and Conflict’ cluster.
● ‘Exposure’
● ‘Poppies’
● ‘Remains’
● ‘War Photographer’
● ‘Bayonet Charge’

Researching and learning about the contextual influences relevant for each poem. Learning a
range of new poetic devices relevant to the poems and learning on how to comment on the
effect of these devices. How to make comparisons between the poems with one practice essay
completed prior to the summer assignment.
Introduction to the unseen poetry element of the exam- reading, discussing and annotating a
range of unseen poems.

Juxtaposition, volta, enjambment, narrative voice, perspective, metaphor,
extended metaphor, simile, ambiguity, assonance, sibilance, consonance,
alliteration, verbs, adjectives, nouns,

2.Using quotations to develop analysis, focus on how to comment on A02 in an
essay based on a play. Essay writing skills using structure strips if needed.
Developing high level inferences and understanding how to apply context to an
essay on a poem.

Split classes-
teacher to cover
Poetry
Anthology and
revision of
section B
language
papers.
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Text and
assessment

Key
knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction
(vocabulary
bookmarks)

1.Shakespeare text – Romeo and Juliet
2. 19th Century text revision
3.Language, paper 1 revision  -Language and Literature mock exam in
December for whole school mock exams.

1. English Literature, paper 2, section B and C. Revision of section A
should also take place – Full Literature, paper 2 exam in March
2. English Language, paper 2 revision –Full Language, paper 2 mock
exam after Easter break `

Carousel revision – 2 weeks on each exam paper until students leave.
Students should be completing practice questions at home regularly during this
time. In class pieces should also take place.

Additional
unit(s)



KS3 Curriculum Map: Knowledge & Skills
Autumn term Spring term Summer term

Grammar
and writing

1.Reading a Shakespeare text and developing knowledge of how the writer builds
character, using key themes and motifs, uses contextual references, uses dramatic
devices for impact. Build on the skills of annotating from the beginning to end of the
play and become confident commenting on Shakespearean language. Regular practice in
class including preparation for the exam (extract planning using departmental methods).
2.Revision of character, key themes, scenes and quotes for ‘A Christmas Carol.’ Revision
of the exam for this text ready for December mock exam.
3.Revision of Language, paper 1 sections A and B for December mock exam. How to plan
and answer questions. Consolidation of key devices and how to analyse them but also
use them in their own work.

1.Fate, astrology, patriarchy, foreshadowing, pathetic fallacy, dramatic irony, prologue,
idealism, impulsive, compliance, impetuous, symbolism, religion.
2. Revision of key vocabulary for the 19th century text.
3.Revision of key vocabulary for Language papers, e.g. discourse markers, language and
structural features, time connectives, vocabulary for sensory language.

1. Essay writing skills using departmental planning methods/grids for an extract
question. Developing vocabulary and depths of analysis. Building on annotation skills
from week 1- week 6, e.g. from quotation explosions to whole exam extract annotation.
Building on ability to write about Shakespeare’s language and dramatic devices.
2.Same planning method as above.
3. Crafting a response to a narrative or descriptive question. Drafting and re-drafting
specifically looking at improvements that can be made to vocabulary and range of
accurate punctuation.

1.Learning the remaining poems from the ‘Power and Conflict’
cluster. Understanding the contextual influences, language and
structural poetic devices and their effects. After studying the
poems, consolidation of key themes and key quotes and learning
how to make comparisons between them building up to writing a
comparative essay. Revision of the Unseen poetry section
(specifically timing and A02 for this section).
2. Revision of Language, paper 2. Departmental methods for
planning and answering questions. Consolidation of devices, SPaG
for section B and high level vocabulary/ punctuation.

English Language revision- 2 weeks
English Literature revision- 2 weeks

Morning ‘Top Tip’ sessions on the day of exams led by class
teachers.

Split classes-
teacher to cover
Poetry
Anthology and
revision of
section B
language
papers.
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Text and
assessment

Key
knowledge

Additional unit(s)
Split classes etc



KS3 Curriculum Map: Knowledge & Skills
Autumn term Spring term Summer term

Vocabulary
instruction

Grammar
and writing

Intro to course
Language
Biography
AO1 terminology
Fig lang and poetic
techniques
Conversation &
Politeness
Meaning &
Representation –
Paper 1: Section A

Key terminology of
the mark scheme

See grammar
outline for details:
Phonetics &
Phonology
Lexis & Semantics
Pronouns
Morphology
Affixation
Referencing
Register
Deixsis
Sentence
structure, type,
function

AO1 terminology
Labov & story
structure
Intertextuality

Paper 2 Q1: Gender

Key terminology of
the mark scheme

See grammar outline
for details
Nouns
Graphology
Adverbs
Adjectives
Verbs
Adverbs
Determiners
Prepositions
Adverbial clauses

Meaning &
Representation –
Paper 1: Section A

Paper 2: Q 1,3 &4
Accent & Dialect,
Ethnicity

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

Paper 1 section A
help sheet: AO1 &
AO3 key
terminology

Gender focus
questions 3 & 4
take LEAD on
Media piece
(question 4)

Paper 2: Q 1,3 &4
Social groups,
Technology Class,
Age, Occupation

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Paper 2 Q 1,3
&4: Global
English

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Paper two: Social
groups,
Technology
Class, Age,
Occupation –
questions 1, 3 &
4

Trial original
writing and
commentary

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Y
e

Text and
assessment



KS3 Curriculum Map: Knowledge & Skills
Autumn term Spring term Summer term

a
r
1
3

Key
knowledge

Vocabulary
instruction

Grammar and
writing

Paper 2 Q2,3 & 4:
History of English
Language Change

Key terminology of
the mark scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Original Writing
Coursework
CLD

Key terminology of
the mark scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Language Change

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

CLD
Revision Paper 1
Section A;
Revision Paper 2:
Occupation and
Q4 focus
Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Revision Paper 2

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

AO1 & AO3 key
terminology

Revision Paper 1

Key terminology
of the mark
scheme

Paper 1 section A
help sheet: AO1
& AO3 key
terminology


